Some special
techniques used in
the North-South Line

Figure 1 – Control panel.

Introduction
Because of accessibility of the Amsterdam City
Center, the city counsel decided for building a
metro-line from the North to the South of Amsterdam. The line gets 8 stations and has a length of 9,7
kilometers. It is expected the North-South line is
ready for use in 2017, and it will approximately
transportate 200.000 travelers a day.
VSF performed on the route of the line some special technics.

Work in compressed air
At Station Ceintuurbaan “de Pijp” and Station “Vijzelgracht” compressed air is used for building the
last part of these deep stations. Both Stations had
to be digged out to a depth of about 30 meters. To
prevent cracking of the soil by upward pressure of
the groundwater, work in compressed air is used.
At both stations, work in compressed air was
thought of in the building specifications. At Vijzelgracht, work in compressed air was reconsidered,
and crossed off the scope. After some setbacks
with leaks in the diaphragm wall, and settlement
of the old weavershouses, the risk in the subsoil
was seen as a problem, so it would be irresponsible
to take the risk of failure. Station Vijzelgracht was
our second deep station for work in compressed air
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Figure 2 – Pneumatic sinking.

in Amsterdam. VSF is the only experienced company in The Netherlands for large building pits with
the use of compressed air.
VSF provided all the equipment for the compressed air work, as Compressor Station and Airlocks
for the personnel. The Airlocks for the digged
out soil, rebar, concrete and equipement where
build by the main contractor, these were made of
concrete. VSF provided also the medical support,
operation of the airlocks and the compressor
station and last but not least, continues control of
the working chamber for the right pressure and
health of the people below.
We installed 12 electric compressors to get the
working chamber in compressed air. As a backup
for the power supply, an emergency power supply
was installed. When this backup would fail or when
there wouldn’t be enough air supply, 3 large dieselcompressors where present as a second back up. To
be sure of good quality of air, air was filtered by
two separate filter lanes. Entering the working
chamber was possible via the 3 airlocks for personnel. In case of emergency, people in the working
chamber could escape via the 3 escape airlocks.
There was a recompression tank available on site,
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for treatment of possibility of decompression
illness.
All personnel got a health inspection, and when
healthy for the job, a dive approval. The airlock
attendants are skilled and experienced personnel
which had a MAD-A training. They looked after
about 16000 ‘dives’ at Vijzelgracht and Ceintuurbaan.
Some figures:
Working Chamber at Ceintuurbaan: 26000 m3
Working Chamber at Vijzelgracht: 54000 m3

Caissonsinking
On another location, ‘Het Natte Damrak’ in front
of the Central train station of Amsterdam, part of
canals of Amsterdam. VSF performed the pneumatic sinking of 3 caissons. Before start of building
the caissons, first a sheetpile wall is installed in the
canal and the building location is purged for debris
on the canal bottom and wooden piles of old quay
walls. A Workisland was made in between the
sheetpile wall, to build the caissons with the
cutting edges.
The First and biggest caisson had to be sunken to a

Figure 4 – Caisson after sinking.

Figure 3 – Caisson before sinking.

depth of 25 m below surface. With measurements
of 58 m in length and 18 meters wide. This caisson
is also a bridge foundation and startpit for the tunnel drilling machine, it is sunken down in 2 parts
because of its tallness. Two of the caissons are sunk
down in 2006, and the last one in between in 2012.
The large gap in time has to do with traffic continuity over the old bridge and local environment.
Method of Sinking down is using several hydraulic
ejectors and pumping out the wet subsoil. By
undermining its own foundation, the caissons are
controlled sunken. People working below work
also in compressed air. After about 12 meters a
new forest of 150 wooden piles were discovered,
it appeared to be all driven through piles. Caissons
are parked with an accuracy of 20 mm to the
goalposition, the working chambers are concreted
for mass to avoid buoyancy.

Groundfreezing

Figure 5 – Frozen soil.

All Caissons were in position, but had to be connected. VSF got the contract for this in combination
with the caissonsinking. Caisson were all positioned about 60 cm one-to-the-other. One had to be
connected to a diaphragm wall.
Freezing method used is liquid nitrogen with a
temperature of minus 196 degrees Celcius, the
horizontal freezing tubes were embedded in the
poured concrete, also a lot of temperature measuring points. The vertical freezing tubes are
installed with a drill rig. Freezing in of the soil is
done in about 2 weeks, removing the bulkhead and
subsoil and installing the rebar and concreting
took about 3 weeks per joint. In this period about
1 or 2 tanktrailers a day were on the job, each joint
was about 120 m3 of frozen soil. !

Figure 6 – Liquid nitrogen tank.
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